Learn elementary school-level math skills through hockey and the San Jose Sharks!

1. Against the Vegas Golden Knights in Game 7, Sharks defenseman Brent Burns played 9 minutes and 27 seconds in the first period, 10 minutes and 38 seconds in the second period, 10 minutes and 8 seconds in the third period, and 9 minutes and 24 seconds in overtime.

   How many minutes did Brent Burns play in the game? ____________

2. On a five minute power play against the Vegas Golden Knights, the Sharks scored four goals, and six different players earned points. Help us figure out how many goals and assists each player earned by figuring out what number is missing.

   Fill out the blanks.

   Logan Couture: ____________ + 0 = ____________
   Kevin Labanc: 1 + ____________ = ____________
   Tomas Hertl: 1 + ____________ = ____________
   Erik Karlsson: ____________ + 1 = ____________
   Brent Burns: 0 + ____________ = ____________
   Timo Meier: 0 + ____________ = ____________

3. On the five minute power play against the Vegas Golden Knights, the Sharks scored at 6 seconds, 56 seconds, 3 minutes and 40 seconds, and 4 minutes and 8 seconds into the power play.

   Mark those times on the timeline below.